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Abstract
Background: Direct visualization of data sets in the context of biochemical network drawings is
one of the most appealing approaches in the field of data evaluation within systems biology. One
important type of information that is very helpful in interpreting and understanding metabolic
networks has been overlooked so far. Here we focus on the representation of this type of
information given by the strength of regulatory interactions between metabolite pools and reaction
steps.
Results: The visualization of such interactions in a given metabolic network is based on a novel
concept defining the regulatory strength (RS) of effectors regulating certain reaction steps. It is
applicable to any mechanistic reaction kinetic formula. The RS values are measures for the strength
of an up- or down-regulation of a reaction step compared with the completely non-inhibited or
non-activated state, respectively. One numerical RS value is associated to any effector edge
contained in the network. The RS is approximately interpretable on a percentage scale where 100%
means the maximal possible inhibition or activation, respectively, and 0% means the absence of a
regulatory interaction. If many effectors influence a certain reaction step, the respective
percentages indicate the proportion in which the different effectors contribute to the total
regulation of the reaction step. The benefits of the proposed method are demonstrated with a
complex example system of a dynamic E. coli network.
Conclusion: The presented visualization approach is suitable for an intuitive interpretation of
simulation data of metabolic networks under dynamic as well as steady-state conditions. Huge
amounts of simulation data can be analyzed in a quick and comprehensive way. An extended time-
resolved graphical network presentation provides a series of information about regulatory
interaction within the biological system under investigation.
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Background
Research projects in systems biology produce large
amounts of data that usually spread over various 'omics'
domains, are time dependent or belong to different
organisms and physiological conditions. Irrespectively of
whether these data are produced in a wet lab or on a com-
puter, the evaluation requires visualization techniques
representing as much information as possible in an intui-
tive way. Clearly, the direct visualization of data sets in the
context of a biochemical network drawing is one of the
most appealing approaches in this field.
This contribution is concerned with data visualization in
the context of metabolic networks. It focuses on the repre-
sentation of an important type of information given by
the strength of regulatory interactions between metabolite
pools and reaction steps. The following brief survey of vis-
ualization methods for metabolomic and fluxomic data
shows that up to now metabolite pool size and flux data
have been represented mainly in a network context
whereas appropriate concepts to visualize regulatory
information are missing.
Visualization methods
In general, a metabolic network is drawn as a directed
graph where the nodes represent metabolite pools and the
edges represent chemical reaction steps. As biochemical
reaction steps can have multiple substrates and products,
a hypergraph with multi-source multi-target edges is com-
monly used [1-4]. Alternatively, by introducing a second
set of nodes representing the reactions, the hypergraph
can be transformed into a bipartite graph with directed
one-to-one edges (cf. Figure 1). This clearly has some con-
sequences for the possible types of information visualiza-
tion.
Some other conceptional differences found in the litera-
ture are whether metabolites or fluxes are allowed to be
duplicated in order to avoid edge intersections or whether
cometabolites are distinguished optically from reaction
substrates and products. In any case, the data to be visual-
ized can be linked directly to the nodes or edges of the net-
work. This can basically be achieved in the following
ways.
• The most primitive way to represent data in the network
context is to annotate the nodes or edges with textual tags
(cf. Figure 2a). Although this is not really a graphical rep-
resentation, it has the big advantage of being precise and
offers the possibility of representing non-quantitative
information along with the network [5,6].
• A direct representation of metabolite or flux data is given
by mapping numerical values to the size, color or shape of
the drawn network nodes [7,8]. For example, pool sizes
are frequently visualized by bar plots, level meters or the
size of the respective pool symbol (cf. Figure 2b,c). If
fluxes are modeled as separate nodes in a bipartite graph,
the same visualization options are available.
• Similarly, if fluxes are represented by hyperedges, the
width of an arrow can be modified to represent the flux
quantity (cf. Figure 2c).
• The situation becomes more difficult when dynamic
(i.e. time-dependent) data have to be displayed. One
option then is to show time course plots along with the
network nodes or edges (cf. Figure 2d). Another idea is to
use dynamic visualization features by producing videos
with changing pool size and flux data over time. Taking
snapshots from this video can be interactively facilitated
by using a slider [8].
• Another frequent task is the visual comparison of differ-
ent data sets that are related to different physiological con-
ditions, different organisms, experiments versus
Three possible graphs representing a small metabolic network Figure 1
Three possible graphs representing a small metabolic network. (a) hypergraph, (b) bipartite graph and (c) extended 
bipartite graph with effector edges.BMC Biology 2007, 5:46 http://www.biomedcentral.com/1741-7007/5/46
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Different ways to represent pool size and flux data in the context of a metabolic network Figure 2
Different ways to represent pool size and flux data in the context of a metabolic network. (a) Network nodes and 
edges of a hypergraph are annotated with textual tags. (b) Direct representation of metabolite data in a hypergraph using bar 
plots. (c) Mapping of pool sizes and flux quantities to the shape and size of the network nodes using a bipartite graph. Metabo-
lite concentrations are represented as boxes filled depending on their pool size. Fluxes are represented by varying arrow 
widths. (d) Visualization of time-dependent data in a bipartite graph using time course plots.BMC Biology 2007, 5:46 http://www.biomedcentral.com/1741-7007/5/46
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simulations or dynamic system states at different times. In
this situation the direct representation by changing the
appearance of nodes or edges is still applicable. Typically,
this results in a bar chart replacing or annotating the net-
work nodes [9].
• Another option is the representation of multiple copies
of the whole network. As a special case, 2.5D representa-
tions for data comparison have been developed by stack-
ing network plots in three dimensions [10,11].
• Finally, the comparison of different time plots along
with the symbols is even capable of comparing several
complete time courses, although this approach becomes
difficult to percept with a growing number of curves.
Regulatory information
All of these methods are well established and imple-
mented in various software tools for network-based visu-
alization [5-11]. However, there is still one important type
of information missing that is very helpful for interpreting
and understanding the function of metabolic networks. It
is related to the strength of regulatory interactions
between metabolite pools and the reaction steps influ-
enced by these pools. Biologists are used to including
graphical representations of these interactions by drawing
interaction edges connecting pools and fluxes. These
edges are usually labeled with a plus or minus sign for
activating or inhibiting interactions, respectively. Clearly,
this representation is only possible when fluxes are explic-
itly displayed as nodes in a bipartite graph.
Interestingly, this qualitative regulatory information has
never been represented in a quantitative way in the avail-
able visualization tools. This would be a valuable comple-
ment to the already displayed pool size and flux data. If,
for example, a flux is down-regulated although its sub-
strate pools are at high levels and product pools are at low
levels, the cause must be an inhibitory effect of some other
metabolite pool. Thus, the incorporation of additional
edges for inhibitors and activators would help to explain
why metabolic fluxes are at their present levels.
The major problem here is obtaining a precise definition
of what is meant by the 'regulatory strength' (RS) of an
interaction. The goal of this contribution is to develop
such a definition which is suitable for the intuitive inter-
pretation of data under dynamic and steady-state condi-
tions. Clearly, such a definition can only be reasonably
given for the case of simulated data because some infor-
mation on the reaction kinetics of the involved steps is
needed to establish a meaningful RS definition.
This contribution is organized as follows. A novel concept
for the determination of the RS of effectors in enzyme-cat-
alyzed reactions is presented in the first two sections.
Next, a general definition for the RS is given followed by
a description of the visualization approach. Finally, we
provide an example to demonstrate the practical signifi-
cance of the proposed method, where the whole concept
is applied to a relevant dynamic model system of E. coli.
The concept of RS
Properties of RS
Before explaining in detail how the RS for metabolite
pools influencing reaction steps is defined, a list of prop-
erties is given that should be reasonably fulfilled by the
new concept. The driving force behind these properties is
to ensure a maximum of intuitive interpretability and to
avoid an overload of information for the user.
(i) A RS is defined for all effectors (i.e. inhibitors or acti-
vators) of a reaction step which are not contained in the
set of substrates or products. These effectors can be identi-
fied immediately from the corresponding reaction kinetic
expression.
(ii) One numerical RS value should be associated to any
effector edge contained in the network. Thus, it is possible
to visualize RSs directly in the network context. Any of the
already-mentioned visualization techniques for pool sizes
and fluxes might be used for this purpose.
(iii) The RS of an effector with respect to a reaction step
has to be calculated from the momentary values of pool
sizes and fluxes in the network with the additional knowl-
edge of the respective reaction kinetic formula and param-
eters. Consequently, RS is a time-dependent quantity
which does not depend on the history of a current system
state.
(iv) The RS should express how strong an influence a reac-
tion step has on a given reaction rate. Moreover, it should
distinguish between activation relations (positive sign)
and inhibition relations (negative sign). In the visualiza-
tion the cases can be distinguished between easily by
using different colors.
(v) The RS should be approximately interpretable on a
percentage scale where 100% means the maximal possible
inhibition or activation and 0% means the absence of a
regulatory interaction.
(vi) If many effectors have an influence on a certain reac-
tion step, the respective percentages should indicate the
proportion in which the different effectors contribute to
the total regulation of the reaction step.
Here some comments concerning the reasoning and
rationale behind these properties are appropriate. Refer-BMC Biology 2007, 5:46 http://www.biomedcentral.com/1741-7007/5/46
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ring to item (i), the definition of RSs for reaction sub-
strates and products (reversible reaction only) is, in
principle, possible. However, the obtained values would
not indicate any metabolic regulation, but rather how
strong the reaction is driven by the availability of sub-
strates and products, respectively. This information can be
directly represented by the visualization of metabolic pool
sizes and fluxes. In most cases the effectors of an enzy-
matic reaction are not consumed by the reaction step
itself. The only exceptions are substrate and product inhi-
bition mechanisms which are explicitly denoted in the
reaction kinetic formula and would also, therefore, be
covered by the RS definition.
It is reasonable to quantitate the effector influence by
exactly one RS value, otherwise the multitude of visual-
ized information is likely to become confusing (item (ii)).
Moreover, for the RS calculation, the general assumption
is made that a certain effector molecule modulating an
enzymatic reaction step is instantaneously available and
distributed equally over the whole cell (item (iii)).
The properties in items (iv)–(vi) are important for a
meaningful and intuitive interpretation of RSs. In particu-
lar, the distinction between activators and inhibitors is of
fundamental importance with respect to the underlying
effect of a metabolic enzyme regulation. With regards to
the practical implementation of RS values, the definitions
of lower and upper bounds are indispensable. In addi-
tion, applying a percentage scale facilitates the reception
of information.
Conceptual problems in the definition of RS
When trying to construct a RS measure that fulfills these
conditions it became clear that different approaches are
possible and some decisions have to be made. Moreover,
it turns out in the following that the above-mentioned
requirements are not completely free of contradictions so
that some compromises are necessary. However, it is
important to note that the precise value of a displayed
quantity plays no role in a graphical visualization, but,
rather, it is the rough order of magnitude that is impor-
tant. Thus, contradictions are not important if they can be
resolved by sacrificing some numerical precision.
One conceptional difficulty with the introduction of a RS
is that the activation or inhibition state of a reaction step
in relation to the state where all activators or inhibitors are
absent must be quantitated by exactly k values, where k is
the number of effectors. This immediately indicates the
implicit assumption that activators and inhibitors act
independently in a reaction. In contrast, it is well known
from enzyme kinetics that this is not always the case.
However, if correlations between the influences of differ-
ent effectors have to be taken into account, further coeffi-
cients of higher order are needed to characterize this
correlation. Clearly, this would prevent us from imple-
menting an intuitive network-based visualization.
A well-known family of methods that assigns exactly one
coefficient to each effector are the sensitivity-based meth-
ods from which the elasticities defined in metabolic con-
trol theory are the best-known example. Although
elasticities play an important role in metabolic control
theory, they are certainly not the right quantities to be
used for visualization in the way specified above. This can
be explained easily with an inhibitory relationship
expressed by a multiplicative hyperbolic term in a reaction
kinetic expression (here S is substrate concentration and I
is inhibitor concentration):
In this example the sensitivity ∂r/∂I tends to zero with
increasing inhibitor concentration which would errone-
ously indicate that the inhibitor has no effect on reaction
flux. Obviously, the opposite is true and RS should tend
to -100% in this case. Consequently, when used for net-
work visualization, elasticities rather produce non-intui-
tive results.
Likewise, the use of flux control coefficients is not appro-
priate because these scaled sensitivities reflect the global
network regulation (i.e. the joint action of all reaction
steps) and thus cannot be interpreted locally for one iso-
lated reaction step in the network.
In this contribution the aim is now to find a quantity
expressing how strong a reaction step is up- or down-reg-
ulated compared with the completely non-inhibited or
non-activated state, respectively. As a first example, in
Equation 1 the RS can be reasonable defined by
because this is the percentage by which the non-inhibited
flux (I = 0) is down-regulated.
In some cases enzymatic reactions are described by kinetic
expressions that show no saturation behavior, i.e. the flux
continuously increases with increasing activator concen-
tration. As an example for a mechanistic enzyme descrip-
tion with these properties the following kinetic expression
is given, describing an allosterically activated enzyme cov-
ering n binding sites for an activator:
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The determination of the RS for the activator A using the
formula
will not succeed, because the limit calculation for arbi-
trary high activator concentrations (A → ∞) leads to infi-
nitely high reaction rates r(S, A). Consequently, this
results in a value of zero for νA. For this reason the defini-
tion of an upper bound Amax for the activator concentra-
tion is suitable. This boundary should be chosen
according to the expected physiological concentration
range of the respective effector metabolite.
Moreover, the corresponding simulated values must also
be restricted to this range. In order to derive a general def-
inition for the RS, upper bounds emax for all effectors are
defined. However, in the case of kinetics with saturation
behavior, the maximum effector concentrations need not
be limited to a finite value for RS calculability.
It turns out that for arbitrary reaction kinetic formulae the
definition of a RS is not as simple and straightforward as
in the example from Equation 1. For this reason, the con-
cept of RS is defined in the following in a step-by-step
approach that starts with simple standard reaction kinetic
formulae and successively generalizes the introduced con-
cepts to the most general case. At the end it will be possi-
ble to apply the concept to any mechanistic reaction
kinetics.
Derivation of a general RS definition
Example system
As an instructive example, consider an enzymatic reaction
where the conversion of one substrate is regulated by two
effectors (cf. Figure 3). Some quasi-stationarity assump-
tions are used for simplicity.
In this system, the inhibitor and the activator are compet-
itive with respect to each other, i.e. the binding of one
excludes the binding of the other. The velocity equation
for this system in Michaelis-Menten form is [12]
This example system is used in the following to derive a
general RS definition including different kinetic types.
Enzyme kinetics with one effector
First, consider an enzyme that only possesses binding sites
for the substrate and one inhibitor. Regarding the reaction
scheme given above, such a system can be described by
neglecting the activator influence (A = 0). The velocity
equation is then given by
The most common inhibition mechanisms can be derived
from this equation, i.e. competitive (α → ∞), non-com-
petitive (a = 0, α = 1) and partial competitive (a < 1, α >
1) inhibition [12].
In general the influence of inhibitor I on flux r can be
quantified as
with
The term rmax, I(S) denotes the reaction rate for fixed sub-
strate concentration S and a negligible influence of the
inhibitor (I → 0). In contrast, rmin, I(S) is calculated by
assuming a high concentration for the inhibitor (I →
Imax). For a small inhibition the present flux r(S, I) is close
to the maximum occurring flux rmax, I(S), i.e. νI tends to
zero. Conversely, for a strong inhibition r(S, I) is near the
minimum flux rmin, I(S) and νI tends to -100%. In the case
of a partially competitive inhibition, rmin, I(S) > 0 holds.
Hence, the present flux is scaled between the maximum
and minimum inhibitor influence.
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The same approach can also be applied to a kinetic expres-
sion describing the action of an enzyme possessing only
binding sites for the substrate and one activator. The equi-
libria follow from Figure 3 by neglecting the inhibitor (I =
0). In analogy to Equation 6, the velocity equation is given
by
For a purely activating influence of A, b ≥ 1, β < 1 must
hold. The RS of the activator A is then defined as
with
For a strong activation, the flux r(S, A) is close to rmax, A(S)
and, therefore, νA tends to 100%. Vice versa, if there is
only a small activation, r(S, A) is in the range of rmin, A(S)
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Enzymatic reaction system with one substrate and two effectors Figure 3
Enzymatic reaction system with one substrate and two effectors. The substrate S, the inhibitor I and the activator A 
bind to the enzyme at different sites to yield ES, EI, ESI, EA and ESA complexes. Binding of the inhibitor reduces the affinity of 
the substrate for the enzyme and/or the rate kp at which product is formed. The activator has the same, but opposite, effect 
(i.e. the affinity and/or kp increase).BMC Biology 2007, 5:46 http://www.biomedcentral.com/1741-7007/5/46
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and νA is near zero. Clearly, depending on the sign of the
RS value a distinction between inhibiting or activating
influences of the effector can be made.
Multiple effectors of equal directed influence
Many enzymatic reactions exist within the different meta-
bolic pathways. The activities of these reactions are regu-
lated by simultaneously operating effectors. As a simple
example, consider an enzyme with binding sites for sub-
strate S and two activators A1 and A2. The system is identi-
cal to that of Equation 5 if we substitute A and I by A1 and
A2, respectively. In addition, the system is subjected to the
restrictions that α, β < 1 (partial competitive activation),
a,  b  > 1 (partial non-competitive activation) or both
(mixed-type activation) [12].
To quantify the combined effect of both activators, the
same approach as described above is chosen, i.e. the
present reaction rate r(S, A1, A2) is put into a relation to
the completely activated and non-activated state, respec-
tively:
with
The measure defined in Equation 14 gives an indication of
the combined effect of both regulators and, hence, is
denoted by 'resulting RS' νres in the following.
Considerably more interesting than the combined effect
νres are the single influences of each activator, i.e. to what
extent is the reaction activated by A1 and A2. Having the
already-introduced approach in mind, such a quantifica-
tion is possible by carrying out a limit calculation for only
one effector while all other effectors are excluded (i.e. con-
centration is set to zero). The corresponding RS for the
activator A1 is then defined as
with
By using Equation 17, the implicit assumption is made
that each activator acts independently in the reaction. This
is not true for the kinetic expression given in this example.
Consequently, the single influences do not sum up to the
resulting RS and, hence, an activating effect not equal to
100% can be obtained. A meaningful interpretation of
such RS values is impossible and, therefore, a linear scal-
ing of the single influences taking the νres value into
account is applied:
Using the determined scaling factor ω the single RS values
are now defined as
This simple form of a scaling can be applied in the case of
reaction kinetics influenced by multiple inhibitors or acti-
vators.
Multiple effectors of oppositely directed influence
For the general case of an enzyme regulated by many
inhibitors and activators, the already-introduced
approach has to be extended once more. We show that a
separate quantification of the influences of all participat-
ing effectors is possible by some simplifications, i.e.
neglecting cross-interactions between effectors. Consider
again the system shown in Figure 3 and the corresponding
expression for the velocity rate in Equation 5.
The determination of νres is analogous to Equation 14
based on the following definitions:
Owing to the opposite effect of the activator and inhibi-
tor, the reaction rate runs between two scaling boundaries
that indicate a maximal activation rmax, e(S) or inhibition
rmin, e(S). Hence, for the calculation of νres a flux value for
the completely non-regulated state must be defined (cf.
Figure 4):
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To decide whether the resulting RS of each effector is acti-
vating or inhibiting, the present reaction rate r(S, A, I) is
compared with the rate without any regulatory influence:
A value of r(S, A, I) greater than r0, e(S) indicates a result-
ing activation of the reaction and, hence, the upper and
lower scaling boundaries are set to rmax, e(S) and r0, e(S),
respectively. The RS of each single effector is determined
by choosing a corresponding effector as variable while set-
ting all other effector concentrations to zero. According to
this, the RS value of the inhibitor I in the example system
is defined as
with
As already mentioned these definitions do not take the
cross-interactions between the influences of different
effectors into account. To approximately quantify these
correlations a further scaling is applied, also considering
the different effect of the activator and inhibitor:
Finally, using the determined scaling factor ω the single
influences are defined as
The resulting percentages   and   now indicate the
proportion in which the different effectors contribute to
the total regulation of the reaction step (cf. Figure 4).
At this point, it becomes clear that the calculated values
for the single RS of each effector are not 'precise' values.
However, for a graphical visualization, a quantity given in
an approximate magnitude is adequate, unless the sign of
the RS value corresponds to the underlying effect of the
regulator (i.e. + activator or - inhibitor).
Results and Discussion
General definition of RS
In the following a general definition for the RS is exempli-
fied by using a frequently used kinetic model often
applied in dynamic metabolic network models [13,14].
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Example kinetics of Michaelis-Menten type comprising one S,  A and I pool Figure 4
Example kinetics of Michaelis-Menten type compris-
ing one S, A and I pool. The two effectors are competitive 
with respect to each other. Top: The combined regulatory 
effect (νres) is determined by scaling of the present flux. Bot-
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The enzymatic conversion of PEP to Pyr as a reaction step
within the glycolysis is catalyzed by the Pk enzyme. This
reaction is allosterically activated by FBP and AMP as well
as inhibited by ATP:
The vectors s = [PEP, ADP]T and e = [ATP, FBP, AMP]T
comprise the substrate and effector concentrations
included in the Pk reaction. The necessary steps for deter-
mining the RS values of all effectors are as follows.
1. Separation of all effectors into activators a  = [FBP,
AMP]T and inhibitors i = [ATP].
2. Definition of maximal effector concentrations amax =
[FBPmax, AMPmax]T and imax = [ATPmax].
3. Determination of the resulting RS:
with
4. Determination of single effector influences:
with
5. Determination of scaled single effector influences:
with
Figure 5 shows the computed RS values of the kinetic
expression for the Pk enzyme. Owing to the scaling
applied (Equation 37) the single influences sum up to the
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RS determination of the Pk reaction Figure 5
RS determination of the Pk reaction. The time courses 
of simulated reaction rates for the Pk reaction (top) are the 
basis for the determination of the resulting RS (νres) as well 
as for single RS values  ,  ,   of the inhibitor 
ATP and the two activators FBP and AMP, respectively (bot-
tom). Kinetic parameters: ATPmax = FBPmax = AMPmax = 108; 
PEP = 0.8; ADP = FBP = 0.5; AMP = 0.1; rmax = 10; KPEP = 
0.31; KADP = 0.26; KATP = 1.5; KFBP = 0.19; KAMP = 0.2; L = 
1000; n = 4.
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resulting RS (νres) of all effectors. Clearly, without any
influence of the inhibitor ATP, the Pk reaction is activated.
With increasing ATP concentration the RS of this effector
also increases leading to a decrease of the Pk flux. At the
same time the proportions (νFBP, νAMP) in which the two
activators contribute to the total regulation are reduced.
Above a value of ATP = 5 mM the regulation is solely
determined by the inhibitor (i.e. νres = νATP = 100%).
In order to allow for an automatic calculation of all RSs of
a given metabolic network, the whole method is imple-
mented in a Matlab GUI (version 7.2, supplied by The
MathWorks Inc., Natick, MA) providing a direct interface
to the MMT2 software package that is used for the simula-
tion of dynamic network models [15]. Before starting the
RS calculation, the effectors are classified and the upper
bounds for all effectors are defined (items 1 and 2 of the
general definition) based on the information from a pre-
liminary simulation run. Afterwards the different range
boundaries for arbitrary rate formulae, necessary for the
RS determination, are sampled according to the time-
dependent values of respective effector metabolites.
Visualization tool
Along with this contribution, the network-based visuali-
zation tool MetVis has been extended for the visualization
of RS data. MetVis was introduced in [8] as a tool for vis-
ualizing pool size and flux data under highly dynamic
conditions. It represents pool sizes by level meters and
fluxes by edge width. It also offers features for dynamic
visualization and side-by-side network comparison.
A new feature of MetVis is the visualization of RS by edges
connecting metabolite pools and reactions which are rep-
resented by nodes in a bipartite manner. Once the precise
meaning of RS has been defined, the respective data can
be generated by a simulation tool and used for visualiza-
tion.
The results of simulations are usually delivered as a CSV
structured file, containing information about the concen-
trations of metabolites, flows of reactions and the RS val-
ues of effectors. In the case of time-varying simulation
data, the dynamic metabolic behavior contained in these
data is expressed visually with an animation showing
changing metabolite pool sizes and changing fluxes repre-
sented by differently filled boxes and varying arrow
widths, respectively. Motivated by the fact that the metab-
olite concentrations and flux values can vary greatly, an
adequate scaling of the input data is performed. This can
be achieved in different ways depending on the scope of
the study [16].
To visualize effectors using MetVis, additional edges rep-
resenting the inhibition or activation effect connecting
metabolites with reactions (enzymes) need to be inserted
into the designed network. These connecting edges are vis-
ualized with a red circle for inhibition and a green circle
for activation and are placed next to the affected reaction.
The dynamic behavior of effector influences (i.e. the RS
data) is displayed by changing the size of the correspond-
ing circles indicating the level of the respective activation
and inhibition.
Visualization example
Dynamic network model
In the following the benefits and practical significance of
the proposed visualization approach are illustrated with
the help of a complex dynamic network model of the cen-
tral carbon metabolism of E. coli, originally published in
[14]. This network includes reactions for the glycolysis
and the pentose phosphate pathway, which are linked via
the sugar transport system (Pts).
The dynamic model is a system of ordinary differential
equations consisting of 18 mass balance equations, 30
reaction rates and 7 analytical functions approximating
the measured concentration values of cometabolites
(AMP, NAD, etc.). All reactions steps are described by
mechanistic enzyme kinetics resulting in a total number
of 116 parameters. The special feature of this model is the
high number of kinetic expressions describing regulatory
interactions between metabolites and reactions (cf. Table
1), which makes it suitable as an example system. Simula-
Table 1: Regulatory information of the E. coli model.
Enzymatic reaction Kinetic type Activators Inhibitors
Pts - G6P
Pgi Reversible Michaelis-Menten 6PG
Pfk Allosterical regulation AMP, ADP PEP
Pk Allosterical regulation FBP, AMP ATP
PEPCx Allosterical activation FBP
G1pat Allosterical activation FBP
G6pdh Irreversible Michaelis-Menten NADPH
Pgdh Irreversible Michaelis-Menten NADPH, ATP
The table lists all enzyme kinetic expressions describing regulatory interactions.BMC Biology 2007, 5:46 http://www.biomedcentral.com/1741-7007/5/46
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tion data of the network model were generated using the
software package MMT2 [15].
Simulation results
By applying the presented approach to the example we
simulated the influences of all effectors on the respective
reaction steps. Figure 6 shows some of the reaction rates
determined as in step 3 of the general algorithm. The
resultant scaled single RS values are shown in Figure 7. By
comparing the time-dependent RS data and the flux val-
ues, information on regulatory interactions within the
metabolic network is immediately available.
• The RS values for the Pts reaction indicate a very strong
inhibition by G6P in the stationary state as well as in the
dynamic state after the glucose pulse. Comparing the two
fluxes r and r0, e the enormous potential of an increase in
the glucose transport in the case of an absent product inhi-
bition can be clearly seen.
RS determination of the E. coli model Figure 6
RS determination of the E. coli model. The plots show 
the time courses of simulated reaction rates for the determi-
nation of RS values. The scaling boundaries for the present 
flux r are denoted as r0, e for the flux in the completely non-
regulated state, rmax, e for the flux under maximal activation 
and rmin, e for the flux under maximal inhibition.
Time courses of calculated RS values for the E. coli model Figure 7
Time courses of calculated RS values for the E. coli 
model. For kinetic expressions comprising of only one effec-
tor the equality νres = νe holds.BMC Biology 2007, 5:46 http://www.biomedcentral.com/1741-7007/5/46
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• The allosterically regulated enzyme Pfk is characterized
by a nearly equal inhibition through all three effectors
AMP, ADP and PEP. Interestingly, this is contradictory to
the original definition of AMP and ADP having an activat-
ing influence on Pfk [17]. An explanation for this effect
can be given by a closer look on the kinetic expression and
the corresponding parameter values used in the model:
Using the 'in vivo' estimated parameter values KADP, a = 128
mM, KAMP, a = 19.1 mM, KADP, b = 3.89 mM, KAMP, b = 3.2
mM, it follows that A > B and, hence, an inhibitory influ-
ence of ADP and AMP is indeed present.
• The low activity of the Pk enzyme is solely determined
by the generally small value of the maximal reaction rate
(rmax = 0.06 mM s-1) as the resulting effector influence
(νres) shows a strong activation. The same holds true for
the G1pat reaction (cf. Figure 7), where FBP is a strong
activator, but the enzyme activity is very low (rmax = 0.008
mM s-1).
• The PEPCx reaction is described by a kinetic expression
where the flux continuously increases with increasing
concentration of the activator FBP. In this case the highest
possible concentration for the effector is set slightly above
the simulated maximum. Accordingly, the curves for r and
rmax,e nearly conjoined at this time point.
Network visualization
Visual interpretation of simulation data
Figure 8 presents a visualization of the whole E. coli model
designed with MetVis. It portrays the state of the anima-
tion after the substrate pulse of glucose is given (t = 0.1 s).
In this case the animation underlies a global scaling,
where the metabolite pools and flux values are divided by
the overall time maximum of all concentration and flux
values, respectively [16].
Thus, an empty metabolite pool indicates a concentration
value of zero. Conversely, a full pool box indicates a glo-
bal concentration maximum regarding all metabolite con-
centrations, e.g. the high intracellular concentration of
G6P. This representation is very useful in comparing the
global flux distribution in the network and the absolute
changes in metabolite pool sizes. In this manner the iden-
tification of flux controlling or flux limiting steps in the
network becomes possible.
Biological explanation
Referring to the visualized network the high glucose
uptake flux via the Pts, which dominates the system
directly after the glucose pulse, can be recognized. Obvi-
ously, at this early time point after the pulse the G6P con-
verting enzymes, Pgi and G6pdh, are the most limiting
steps for the further conversion of the glucose after
uptake.
As already mentioned, the Pts reaction is strongly inhib-
ited by its product G6P and thus limits the glucose uptake
in the following time course (cf. Figure 9). The activation
effect that FBP exercises on G1pat, Pk and PEPCx increases
substantially, thus favoring the production of OAA and
increasing the consumption of PEP. The decrease in the
concentration of the latter also decreases the inhibition
effect on Pfk, leading to a general increase in OAA produc-
tion.
The first two enzymes, G6pdh and Pgdh, catalyzing the
entrance reaction into the pentose phosphate pathway are
inhibited by NADPH, leading to a 50% decrease in their
reaction rates. Despite the low concentration of NADPH
in comparison with the second inhibitor ATP of the Pgdh
enzyme, the inhibitory effect is dominated by NADPH.
The reason for this effect is the very low affinity of Pgdh
towards ATP (KATP = 208 mM).
Conclusion
A visualization approach has been presented that is suita-
ble for an intuitive interpretation of simulation data
under dynamic as well as steady-state conditions. Huge
amounts of simulation data can be analyzed in a quick
and comprehensive way. The visualization of regulatory
interactions in a given metabolic network is based on a
novel concept defining the RS of effectors regulating cer-
tain reaction steps. These RS values are measures for the
strength of an up- or down-regulation of a reaction step
compared with the completely non-inhibited or non-acti-
vated state, respectively. The concept of RS presented here
is applicable to any mechanistic reaction kinetic formula.
So far this regulatory information has never been repre-
sented quantitatively in the available visualization tools.
Hence, for the first time, by applying the proposed con-
cept using the MetVis tool, a visualization of dynamic
changes in metabolite pools, fluxes and RS data within the
whole network structure becomes tractable. The incorpo-
ration of additional edges for effectors closes the informa-
tion gap between obtained pool sizes and fluxes leading
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Visualization of the dynamic metabolic model of E. coli Figure 8
Visualization of the dynamic metabolic model of E. coli. The respective dynamic data were generated using MMT2 [15]. 
The representation shows a metabolic snapshot of the current metabolite concentrations (box levels), metabolic fluxes (arrow 
widths) and effector influences (circle sizes) at a time point t = 0.1 s after the glucose pulse.BMC Biology 2007, 5:46 http://www.biomedcentral.com/1741-7007/5/46
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Long-term pulse response of the E. coli network Figure 9
Long-term pulse response of the E. coli network. The visualization represents a metabolic snapshot at a time point t = 
23.9 s after the glucose pulse.BMC Biology 2007, 5:46 http://www.biomedcentral.com/1741-7007/5/46
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to the right interpretation of metabolic fluxes underlying
a certain metabolic regulation.
One limitation of mechanistic enzyme descriptions is the
large number of model parameters that have to be esti-
mated according to given experimental data. This has led
to the development of approximative kinetic rate equa-
tions based on the linlog or power law approach. Despite
their broad applicability, one major drawback of these
kinetic formats is their indeterminacy for concentration
values of zero caused by the logarithmization of pool
sizes. Clearly, to utilize the RS concept to the linlog and
power law approaches, lower boundaries for the effector
pools (emin > 0) also have to be defined.
By using the complex example system of the dynamic met-
abolic E. coli network, it has been shown that the extended
time-resolved graphical network presentation provides a
series of information about regulatory interaction within
the biological system under investigation. Quantitative
modeling has also become possible in the fields of tran-
scriptomics and proteomics owing to the enormous
increase in information available. Regulation at the
genome level mainly takes place during the transcription
of genes into mRNA, e.g. inhibition of RNA-polymerase
through the binding of certain repressor proteins [18]. In
contrast, the protein function is regulated by post-transla-
tional modifications such as phosphorylation [19].
The formulation of 'vertical' network models combining
all levels of regulation (genome, transcriptome, pro-
teome, metabolome) will help us to gain an insight into
the complex cellular network in its entirety. In the case of
mechanistic descriptions for the reactions taking place in
the different 'omics' levels, the concept of RS can be
applied to quantify and visualize all regulatory interac-
tions.
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Glossary
Effector: metabolite that modulates an enzyme-catalyzed
reaction leading to an acceleration (activator) or decelera-
tion (inhibitor) of the reaction rate.
Regulatory strength: measure for the strength of an up- or
down-regulation of a reaction step compared with the
completely non-inhibited or non-activated state.
Competitive inhibition: metabolites which are not sub-
strates of the enzyme can bind to the active site and com-
pete with the substrate.
Non-competitive inhibition: an inhibitor can bind to the
enzyme substrate complex (ES) forming a complex (ESI)
that reduces the amount of active enzyme.
Allosteric inhibition or activation: the enzyme has addi-
tional binding sites for specific inhibitors or activators
which can change the conformation resulting in a change
of the enzyme activity.
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